00:14:20
Cindy McGuire:
Good morning everyone!
00:14:32
Megan Kauffman: Good morning! :)
00:14:40
Thom and Sandy Corrigan:
hi All
00:14:54
Tawnya Lichtenwalter: Good Morning!
00:15:40
Melanie Hurter: Hi Every one!
00:15:41
Sanjay Gupta:
Good morning everybody.
00:16:18
Tom Fanning:
Good morning all!!!
00:18:23
Tom Fanning:
Heard about that yesterday...amazing
00:19:47
Chuck Blakeman: GOOD MORNING! Let‚Äôs start a great week
with encouraging hews for each other. PARTICIPATE!
00:20:19
Sanjay Gupta:
Dittto
00:22:24
John Hayes: Good morning everyone. (Actually 4pm here in
Ireland :-) )
00:30:51
John Hayes: Hi Kathryn. Thanks. Great point of view. Thought
provoking. Can you put your contact details in the chat please?
00:32:24
Kathryn Haydon: What might be all the ways . . .
00:33:23
Kathryn Haydon: What might be all the ways we can serve our
customers right now?
00:33:33
Tom Fanning:
just pay us what makes you happy...
00:34:04
Steven:
Selling coupons for future use
00:34:04
Harrison Grieme: Exchange of services
00:34:55
Kim (Ithaca)Tenwoodlodge.com:
visibility sharing of
related but non-identical services on our blogs/websites/instagram
00:34:56
Suzan McCreadie: Very excited about joining network meetings
all over the world, it‚Äôs like travelling from your couch.
00:35:01
Bart Moyers:
Find out what businesses your clients are
in. Do a recorded Zoom call with them. Have them ask their clients what
questions they want to know that the players on the Zoom call would like
to know. Record. Send out link to our clients.
00:35:04
Cindy McGuire:
I have provided virtual guided care for
clients.
00:35:08
Kathryn Haydon: moving from in-person to online offerings
00:35:21
Tawnya Lichtenwalter: build strong relationships with people
who are willing to use the internet
00:35:56
Kathryn Haydon: Sanjay: How can we use storytelling in new
ways?
00:36:00
John Hayes: I'm working on building relationships with my
clients. I now have the time to reach out to them. From that I'm getting
great ideas as to how to help them better.
00:36:46
Cindy McGuire:
Thank you for sharing Kathryn!!
00:36:54
Melanie Hurter: Keep connecting with all Coachees even if
they aren't being coached at the moment just to love them and care about
them.
00:36:56
John Hayes: Thanks Kathryn again.
00:37:08
Kim (Ithaca)Tenwoodlodge.com:
awesome Kathryn
00:37:27
Sanjay Gupta:
Thanks Kathryn!
00:38:04
Thom and Sandy Corrigan:
Thank you Kathryn! We really
appreciate you and your time. Please give everyone your contact info.
00:38:23
Kathryn Haydon: Feel free to connect with me www.sparkitivity.com
We‚Äôve posted a new self-assessment to help you
see where you stand as a possibility leader:
https://sparkitivity.com/possibility/ Here I am on LinkedIn:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kathryn-haydon/
00:38:44
Kathryn Haydon: kathryn@sparkitivity.com or 805-798-1041
00:40:17
Bud: Wow!!! Way to go Steven.
00:40:56
John Hayes: Fantastic Steven. :-)
00:42:50
Steven:
Steven Smith

00:43:12
Steven:
Steven Smith, Stephen@thecrockspot.com
917.312.3205
00:43:16
Kim (Ithaca)Tenwoodlodge.com:
Thanks Steven, this was
great!
00:43:45
Melanie Hurter: Malcolm & Melanie Hurter, Breakthru
Coaching, breakthrucoaches@gmail.com / 7203452124
00:44:06
Harrison Grieme: Harrison Grieme - 720 556 5840 harrison.g@econfident.net - tech tutoring services
00:44:23
Tom Fanning:
Seems like TRUST continues to be this crazy,
constant partner along with our various efforts...fascinating!!
00:44:47
Sanjay Gupta:
sanjay@itcanbepictures.com 678.923.5382
00:45:10
Kathryn Haydon: I agree that gratitude is absolutely key to
creativity + possibility!
00:47:46
Kathryn Haydon: @Thom:
https://sparkitivity.com/2019/11/22/how-gratitude-can-increase-yourproductivity-at-work/
00:49:17
Kim (Ithaca)Tenwoodlodge.com:
Kim and Russ Nitchman, he's
retired Ag teacher, maniac deerhunter in Ithaca. We have a large family
vacation home in a secluded valley in Ithaca, NY where the 3 colleges
along with the tourism (top 4 legs of the local business) have tanked the
local economy. We host family reunions/retreats/wedding lodging mostly
by renting the house and living in the barn apartment nearby.
00:50:17
Tom Fanning:
Is there already a defined protocol that
all practitioners have as a baseline that everyone understands??
00:50:35
Harrison Grieme: Is the problem the constant bombardment, or
not knowing what the right answer is?
00:50:38
Tom Fanning:
And these are also regulated yes?
00:51:33
Kim Beaver: do you provide something that holds them somewhat
responsible on weather they come to you or not?
00:53:08
Marlon:
You can put your procedure in a short email or on
your website if you have one just to alleviate the questions and let
people know where you stand and why.
00:53:13
Tom Fanning:
Because no set protocol, and no law, set in
place some kind of clear, simple set of items that all can use as a
starting point
00:55:04
Kim (Ithaca)Tenwoodlodge.com:
have you considered an
indemnity agreement? We're in a similar situation with lodging.
00:55:05
Tom Fanning:
Definitely an opportunity to "own" this next
phase of this community...
00:55:23
Bud: Focus on those clients who truly value your service, and
who choose you to help them with their health issues.
00:55:51
Kim (Ithaca)Tenwoodlodge.com:
cindy, can you put your
info up?
00:57:43
Tom Fanning:
Anything you're doing yet to market?
00:58:44
Kim (Ithaca)Tenwoodlodge.com:
not sure of what Equine
assisted learning is, is it similar to life coaching..... therapy?
00:59:06
Kim Beaver: have you contacted local organizations that also
help people in those areas...counselors etc.
00:59:33
Kris Ditson:
Would you like to Mastermind on this
marketing with another Equestrian business
00:59:58
les: Sandy, would you contact me. I have some new to the US
technology that Vets says is the biggest breakthrough for horse health
and technololgy. Les Simpson lsimpson@wellnesstechplus.com 303-579-6881
looking for distributors.
01:00:58
Harrison Grieme: Other similar organizations that you might
brainstorm with: ropes courses, canine therapy
01:02:33
Kim Beaver: team building for companies
01:06:20
Megan Kauffman: grow@3to5club.com

01:06:33
Megan Kauffman:
http://www.risingphoenixbusinesscommunity.com
01:07:36
Kim (Ithaca)Tenwoodlodge.com:
how long does it take for
this video recording to be posted on the website?
01:08:58
Suzan McCreadie: Tomorrow morning
01:09:13
Paul Lufkin:
https://www.kabbage.com/ was the fastest
approvals!
01:09:24
Paul Lufkin:
PPP applied on Friday...approval on
Saturday!
01:12:40
Thom and Sandy Corrigan:
sandy@3to5club.com
01:12:49
Thom and Sandy Corrigan:
thom@cranksetgroup.com
01:12:59
Jim Martini:
I love my 3to5 club. it is so valuable to
regularly spend time with others that are deliberately growing a mature
business using the 5 simple tools from Making Money is Killing Your
Business.
01:13:03
Thom and Sandy Corrigan:
Sandy 303-907-1010 Thom 303-9121077
01:13:40
Tawnya Lichtenwalter: What are all the ways to...
01:13:52
Bart Moyers:
What might be all the ways...
01:13:56
Sanjay Gupta:
Thank you guys for this show!
01:14:01
Tom Fanning:
The innovation vibe is alive and well
here...
01:14:11
Tom Fanning:
and community...
01:14:19
Sanjay Gupta:
Perseverence
01:14:20
Steven:
Loved the prairie fire analogy
01:14:27
John Hayes: In Ireland. 1st and 3rd Thursday of each month.
10am - 12 noon (GMT). Also, Waterford Club. On the Fridays. Same time.
Coffee / Zoom call each alternative Thursday.
Orientation meeting this coming Thursday at 2pm to 3:30pm
All welcome. :-)
01:14:32
Kathryn Haydon: My mouth is watering after looking at
Steven‚Äôs menu online.
01:14:43
Josephine McAllister: Be thankful for all the little things
that go well every day and accept that every day there will be little
things to work on -- and give appreciation to your team members who help
make things work the vast majority of the time!
01:15:27
Dave Mead: Gratitude....Hope...Creativity....Innovation
01:15:30
JR:
Thank you all!
01:15:34
John Hayes: For Irish 3to5 Clubs, contact me on
john@3to5club.com
01:15:40
Kathryn Haydon: For all those who liked What might be all
the ways, feel free to check out my blog - lots of free tips like that.
https://sparkitivity.com/blog/
01:16:00
Tom Fanning:
Thank you again Kathryn!!! Appreciate your
presence in the call
01:16:32
Kathryn Haydon: Thank you for having me. It was inspiring to
be here and to hear all the problem solving going on!

